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them? On the other side are the materialistic, scholarly,
medically-minded professional French. Do we follow them?
So it is with Colonel Lindberg. His father was a great lib
eral who fought the moneyed interests, but Lindberg, after
one touch of money,has assiduously cultivated people with
money and power, even marrying into the Morgan-bankingfamily (Morrow).

Concern at the omission of Religious Freedom from the
Roosevelt-Churchill pact has been largely directed at the
godless aspect of Russian life by many superficial thinkers
who cannot see that England,no more than Russia,dare speak
out too plainly for religious freedom. The Church of England
is a state Church and taxes for its support are levied upon
all persons irrespective of creed, which taxation is a di
rect limitation of religious freedom. Prison sentences have
resulted where farmers refused to pay the church tax on land.
And the Pension Fund of the Church of England is invested
in stock in Vickers, Ltd., large munitions corporation.
Negroes of America stand with the people of India in mute
proof that the "democracies" of the world care little for
real democratic freedom. And a large group of Pennsylvania
Mennonites,-hard-working, deeply religious,God-fearing,are
fleeing in a mass migration to Paraguay in the name of
freedom!

The Pope said recently thaf'on a strictly doctrinal theo
logical basis there is no such thing as a'just war'",though
Popes have in the past repeatedly given their sanction to
one side of an armed conflict,even between "Christian" op
ponents. Popes have themselves raised armies,and the neu
trality of the present Pope is not supported by the tradition
of Catholic doctrine. Rather will the deeper student look
for something in the Pope's decision other than a pompous
effort at neutrality. The Pope must well recognize that the
Church has little choice between alliance with either German
or Russian victors;probably he knows thafwhen you lay down
with the dogs you get up with the fleas",and he is stalling
until he can use that little choice left to pick out which
kind of "fleas" he has to take!
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We hope soon to add a page of'Letters to the Editor"for
some of our mail is so good it ought to be shared by our
readers. The prize letter this month said, "This is to in
form you that you are a first-class skunk. Yours, in Jesus'
name."

New enemies rise on every hand to fight Astrology as it
grows in popular appeal. It is unfortunate with astrologers,
as with all phases of the occult, that the really qualified
person seldom works in public,and the unqualified always
does. And we are operating under the false idea that Astrol
ogy is an exact Science. It is an Art, but not a Science,
for in the last analysis, we can offset the influences of
anything astrological by the Will. The fact that the Will is
so little developed in the masses is the reason why such pre
dictions work for them.This is why Buddha would have nothing
to do with Astrology--its lack of exactness, and its work
only upon the lower planes. For that is what it is. Astro
logical influences are the tools of the Lords of Karma,bring
ing to us the needed lessons. When we overcome our kar
ma,we transcend these influences. And as Mr.Voyz pointed
out recently, we have more than one horoscope,as we have
more than one birth.

Heredity is only fully understood by the Occultist, who
knows that each soul is individual,and comes only to families
of similar development--not that we get our development from
our families. In our own case, on the one side, there are
the noble(not royal) line of degenerating English.Do we follow
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VIBRATORY POWER OF
SPIRITUAL HEALING
Marie Harlowe

(From Healing Lessons IV)
Our words are spirit and they are life, and they
shall accomplish that whereunto they are sent.

Thoughts are vibrational force--they actually have form
and force. But since the Thinker produces the Thought,the
Thinker is greater than the Thought,and therefore man,the
Thinker,need not go rudderless thru life merely floating
on a stream of thought-forces or thought-currents. Thoughts
are clothed for action in words,and we must consider, there
fore, the vibratory power of words.
A great many followers of spiritual science rely on the
Biblical promise thaf'you shall ask whatsoever you will,and
it shall be given unto you". That is only part of the truth,
for the law which creates the attainment indicated is shown
in the first part of the passage--"IF you abide in me (in
God-consciousness) and my words (the action of the Divine
attributes) abide in you,then (and then only) shall ye ask
whatsoever ye will and it shall be done unto you." For in
stance,we may have a need and a desire for electricity,but
before we can have it,we must comply with the law of elec
tricity by making a channel thru which the electricity can
manifest,-wire,bulb, and so on. So it is with the Power of
Spirit in man. The body of man,as well as the mind of man,
must be prepared--transmuted,to be able to hold,or handle
the higher Force.
Healing power is expressed thru the physical body thru
a center of consciousness located in the center of the throat,
just back of the root of the tongue. That center of conscious
ness controls the action of the larynx,as well as the vibra
tion of power. There lies the center of creative power of
the Word. It is now believed that the structure of the throat
in this region is so changing that it will some day be the
actual seat of creation of man's body. In the day of man's
regeneration of his sex function, he may indeed create as
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God creates, by the power of the spoken word.
Words spoken idly come forth from the mouth!as seen clairvoyantly,as whisps of greyish smoke,which is dissipated about
eighteen inches from the mouth,making little or no impres
sion on the Universal Substance surrounding the individual.
Words spoken filled with Divine Power come forth from the
mouth similar to bolts of lightning, of varied colors, and
immediately start to mould the Universal Substance accord
ing to the thought imbedded in the spoken word.
Consider briefly the space in the area just outside the
senses. In this vast expanse of space we find criss-cross
ing energies, forces and a blending of vari-colored lights.
Even Science recognizes that space is not a vacuum of ether,
Considering that heaven, or spirit consciousness, is the
greatest degree of spiritual vibration,and matter the least,
we can see a point of mind that is just mid-way. There is a
place of equipose between the earth and the sun,where the
attraction of the earth has ceased and the attraction of the
sun has not yet begun. An object placed in this position
would be pushed in whatever direction the initial push was
in. The mind of man is the Divine equipoise between lack
and a demonstration of perfect good.
"All things are possible to him who believes" (knows the
Law). The vibratory power of thought and its expression,the
spoken word, is tremendous. To believe in a thing is to give
it power,as individual work testifies. Things accomplished
through the power of vibration, which is sometimes called
faith, are like the making of phonograph records.
If the words are spoken indistinctly and fearfully, the
finished record is valueless. If the words are spoken power
fully, "faithfully", the tones of the record are clear, dis
tinct and worthwhile.
See that your words when spoken,carry power with them.
"If you abide in me, and my words abide in you,you shall ask
what you will, and it shall be given unto you. "Words spoken
idly have little vibratory power, and they die, as the poet
says, "a-bornin'". When a country sends out an ambassador,
they give him proper credentials and power to represent them.
Give your words the power to "accomplish that whereunto they
are sent." Always,before speaking a creative word,meditate,
if only briefly, on the opening or quickening to life of the
6

throat center of consciousness which governs power. In this
way you "throw open the switch" for the freer and greater
flow of power to fill the words to be spoken so that they
may indeed manifest in the physical,that they may indeed
be "the word made flesh."
Human speech is the expression, therefore,of some inner
sense, and this is why "canned music" will never replace
human music. Incidentally,the human voice is capable of
the most powerful action in musical and other vibrational
healing. The voice as an expression of an inner sense,re
veals the mental development of the individual. "By thy words
thou art justified, and by thy words thou art condemned."
As the true inner life and sense in man is God, the voice
is a most subtle and potent manifestation of the God in man.
Words may be spoken as sounds alone,or they may be filled
with the very God-essence in man,and made to become forces,
energies, powers that "accomplish that whereunto they are
sent". Thus each new word spoken in the Divine cadence be
comes creative in power, and each word spoken becomes a newly
created thing or condition. "In the beginning was the Word",the
creative foundation of the universe.
Volumes have been written by many races concerning the
Lost Word which once sounded only in the Holy of Holies,but
is heard no more. People have always sought some particular
all-potent word whose pronounciation would adjust all in
harmonies of mind, body and affairs. Sensitized ears have
been able to hear the physical note of discord in the human
body, and thus diagnose the error, and hope,springing ever
"eternal in the human breast",has always dimnlybelieved
that there exists some Divine sound, some vibration, that
has power to adjust all inharmony.
"In the beginning was the Word and the Word was with God,
and the Word was God." But it was not enough for the Word
which was God to exist in useen realms. It came into mani
festation. "And the Word became flesh and dwelt among us."
As there can be no end to God, the Word, the living Word,
the Creative Action is today as active in making flesh
dwell among us, in bringing forth a manifestation of perfec
tion's it was when God said, "Let there be light, and there
was light. "We inherit from the Divine Idea Its creative power,
the power to form things out of seeming void space. As man
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lives among the radio waves of music without hearing them
at all times,he lives in the presence of elemental forces awaiting his formative word to bring into existence his desires.
"Be still,and know that I AM GOD." Greater and greater
must be the realization that man is the Word of God in action,
and if the Word be a "Lost Word" it is because man has lost
consciousness of this fact. The Logos,the Creative Word,which
is evolving the whole universe to a higher consciousness
charges the power of man's word according to his conscious
ness of this power,or the amount of the indwelling Divine
Power which is put into action.
The Lost Word is not a group of letters that can be re
duced to paper. It is the Truth, the very power and glory
of God that is to be found within man himself. Man not
only has within himself the Lost Word.
Man IS the Lost
Word, for it is not a word, but a condition, a vibrational
state of being.
Man's body is a "temple of the living God," and thru
it operates forces of infinite power and wisdom. Realize that
these forces operate through or by law, as does all in the
universe. The law of free expression is an open channel;
therefore center your attention at a point at the root of the
tongue,in the center of the throat. Realize that your spoken
word is here filled with an invisible substance (if the cen
ter is open and active)as the words pass by and out into the
world, imparting to them a power as a wire is filled with
electrical power. Speak words of quickened life activity to
this center of consciousness; after meditation on this line,
speak confidently and with faith for the desire of your heart,
and,filled with the power to bring them to you, you shall
have them through the action of your spoken words.

DIVINATION
A New Lesson (printed) by Marie Harlowe
Chapter 1 Divination by Cards, including the Astronomical Tarot.
Chapter 2 Divination by Tea Leaves, including the (progressed) Horoscope
in the Zodiac in the cup.
Chapter 3 Symbology.
Limited Edition - Order Today . Priee $1.00
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THE RETURN OF THE TRUE LIGHT
FROM THE WEST
Max Freedom Long

IV.
In the article of last month we saw how simply Huna ex
plains such diversified psychic phenomena as table-tipping
and materialization, all in terms of the TEN ELEMENTS IN
HUNA PSYCHOLOGY.
A beginning was made with the elements of mana and
the aka bodies. We will continue with a joint study of them.
PRESENTATION UNIT NO. 4.
Not only has each of the three spirits in man its indiv
idual aka or "astral body", EVERY THING HAS ITS AKA.
This is a further great addition which Huna has to offer
modern thought.
Proof of this Huna teaching can easily be offered to anyone
familiar with the findings of Psychic Science. As explained
before, "spirits" visiting seances have their akas, these be
ing filled temporarily with ectoplasmic substance to become
visible or even tangible. The same is true in the matter of
apports. An apport is any object which is thinned out in sub
stance and which has its aka and substance transported to the
seance room--there to be returned to its original form. Cases
have been studied in which the aka alone has been seen float
ing above the table at a seance for some time before the
apport dropped in solid form before the sitters. The argument
of the proof is that, if there were no mould into which to
re-solidify the thinned out substance of the apport, it would
not resume its original form. This demands the existence of
an aka for any object apported--and everything from insect,
animal, flower,stone, water, ice, and even human beings,
has been apported.
EVEN THOUGHTS HAVE AKAS. This theory will cause
no surprise to occult students long familiar with the idea
of thought-forms, but is still foreign to men of scientific
pretentions.
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The exact physical construction of a thought in its aka
body is not given in Huna, but it is evident that mana of
some voltage is used in thinking,and that a particle of aka
material is drawn from the low aka to house it. These
thought-c^as are fairly permanent.
Which brings us to the next great offering of Huna. ALL
MEMORIES ARE THOUGHT-AKAS AND ARE STORED IN THE
AKA BODY OF THE LOW ENTITY(SUBCONSCIOUS OR UNIHIPILI).

Science is still hunting for the storage place of memories
in the tissues of the brain. The storage place is not there.
It is in the aka of the subconsious entity.
For proof of this fact from Huna we have but to recall
the fact that we take our memories with us when we die.
Spirits at seances remember their earth lives in all their de
tails. As the physical brain is gone,we have proof of the
fact IT is not the memory storage place. We also can see
that IT is not the sole mechanism of THOUGHT or CON
SCIOUSNESS. Then what is?
The answer from Huna is that THE REAL ORGANS OF
THOUGHT ARE IN THE AKA BODIES. During physical life
the low and middle akas interpenetrate body and head. (The
high entity in its aka remains above and apart from the
body at most times). The organs in the MOULD of the LOW
AKA are laid over those of the body, and, while physical
organs are used in part,the aka organs are the ones which
are really and basically used.

PRESENTATION UNIT NO 5.
THOUGHT-AKM TRAVEL ON FLOWS OF MANA. AND
MANA FLOWS ONLY ALONG OR THROUGH AKA SUBSTANCE,
To make these two points clear,consider Telepathy. As
occult students well know, thought-forms are passed from one
telepathic operator to another. But before the recovery of
Huna we were at a loss to explain how the passing was
accomplished. Dr.Rhine,of Duke University,has ably proved
telepathy possible. Moreover, he has told us that broad
casting of thoughts is electrically impossible. He points
out the fact that electrical impulses used in broadcast WEAK
EN INVERSELY AS THE SQUARE OF THE DISTANCE. AND
DISTANCE MAKES NO DIFFERENCE IN TELEPATHY.
10

So we turn to Huna to learn how the thought akas are
passed from one to another. The mechanism is one of the
most amazing to be found in the ancient science. Let us
take it point by point:
(A( The low aka of man is STICKY. Everything we con
tact has stuck to it a part of our low aka. When we with
draw from the contact a fine invisible thread of aka sub
stance is drawn out--thus keeping us in contact with the
thing contacted, and for an indefinite time.
(B) Along these threads or cords of aka substance can
flow mana,as electricity along a wire. AND THOUGHT AKAS
TRAVEL WITH THE FLOWING MANA BACK AND FORTH ALONG
THE THREADS WHICH CONNECT TELEPATHIC OPERATORS.
The only proof which is al hand for this Huna teaching is
the fact that telepathy WORKS. In Huna language--very like
the modern Hawaiian which has been used in this study--the
threads are called kaula. THIS WORD ALSO MEANS A PROPH
ET. And in Huna a prophet is able to see into the future
only because he can get thought akas of the FUTURE along
an aka thread FROM THE SUPERCONSCIOUS ENTITY whom
he is tied in contact by such a thread or cord.
If we are to accept the many things which are easy to
prove in Huna,vie undoubtedly will do well to accept those
things less easy to prove in terms of our non-Huna modern
experience.
In the wordkaula,given above,the root kau means a"snare".
The root la means "light",which is the symbol of life-thot.
Considering the two roots and their meanings, we can easily
see how the Vahunas looked at such matters as mind reading,
telepathy, or the RECOVERING OF A MEMORY FROM THE A KA
STOREHOUSE OF THE LOW ENTITY.
A snare was used to
"catch" the thought, and that snare was an aka thread
filled with the force or mana.
In the long study which has led to the recovery of Huna
theory,one of the last and most difficult mechanisms to be
worked out was that of the psychometry of objects. But even
this is rather simply explained in terms of the aka threads
and mana.
In PSYCHOMETRY an object is held by the operator. His
low entity contacts the thickest bundle of aka threads lead
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ing away from the object. Mana is sent along these threads,
and a"FINGER"OF LOW AKA MATERIAL IS OFTEN PROJECTED
ALONG THEM AS WELL. As the threads connect the object
to the one who has oftenest handled it,they lead usually to
its owner. This owner may be living but in a far land,or
he may be dead and in the spirit levels. In any event he
is found by following the aka threads. Then, along that
wawa-filled connecting link the
"snared" thought-o^as
of memories stored in the person's low aka are transported
telepathically (or without volition on the part of the per
son, as in mind reading)and come back to the psychometrist
--where they are presented by the subconscious entity to the
conscious entity for examination. In this way the former
owners of objects have countless times been described in
detail, also the surroundings of rocks, mastadon bones and
the like.

The aka elements are particularly important in theZZwMfi
teachings concerning the "high magic". But here again we
come to a matter difficult for the conscious mind to grasp
because it also deals with a form of higher mental powers.
The superconscious entity FORMS OUR INDIVIDUAL FU
TURES. IT CREATES AKAS OF FUTURE EVENTS AND SITUA
TIONS. It takes our daily thoughts,hopes, fears and strivings--all in thought-forms--and from them almost automatic
ally builds the akas of the future. In due time these akas
are filled with substance and become actual happenings or
situations.
One of the proofs of this theory is that WE CAN SEE THE
AKAS of the FUTURE at times.
They are touched by our
subconscious and presented by it to the focus of the con
scious as if they were vagrant ideas, mental pictures,
hunches, sounds, etc. They are presented in most real ap
pearance in dreams, often intermixed with meaningless
pictures added by the inexpert subconsious from its mem
ory stores, and with its usual lack of reasoning.
One of the greatest feats of the kahunas was that of
looking at the akas of the future--with the aid of the
willing superconscious, and via the subconscious--then
getting the superconscious to CHANGE UNWANTED AKAS
OF FUTURE THINGS.
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To have such a change made, there must be new and desir
able thought-forms presented on a mana flow,and along the
mawa-conducting thread of contact,to the superconscious. A
request is made that undesirable akas of the future be torn
down and the new ones vitalized to grow into the future con
ditions. This is possible for the individual, but seems im
possible for race or group futures--these becoming"crystalized" centuries in advance--as is seen in the fact that the
kahunas were able to predict the events of modern times and
incorporate prophecies in the structure of the Great Pyramid.
(Even the kahunas could not prevent with"magic"the invasion
of the Shepherd Kings.)
This completes the outline of the ten elements, in brief,
and next month will begin the presentation of the actual
uses of the ancient science in the "low" magic.

BOOK REVIEWS
NEW GATEWAYS TO CREATIVE LIVING, by Hornell Hart
Abingdon-Cokesbury, New York
$1.75
A scientific approach to a higher life,applying the technique

of science to the creative life. Harmony between the inner
world and outer chaos in an inner self-healing. New gate
ways to cosmic power through self-expression of individual
personalities.

INHUMANITY,UNLIMITED,by leanne d'Arc Dillon La Fouche
Flanders Hall, Scotch Plains, N.J.

paper 75£, cloth $1.50

Revealing India as once the richest country in the world,
though increasingly impoverished under English rule. With
a death rate in India of 5 to 6 millions a year dying from
preventable diseases--children of five working long, hard
hours,--the death average at 26 years! Opium is limited to
188 grains per person per day, the sale of which is taxed and
which tax composes one of the largest sources of income to
the British Empire. Review of the promises for freedom for
fighting in World War No. 1,and the tragic failure to keep
them, though again promising the same freedom.
{Continued on Page 23)
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SOME NOTES ON THE
MAGICAL MEMORY OF PAST LIVES
(Reprinted)
Aleister Crowley

It is well-known that many men are embarrassed
in the presence of a monkey.

The first great danger arises from vanity. One should
always beware of "remembering" that one was Cleopatra,
or Shakespeare. Again, superficial resemblances are usu
ally misleading.
One of the great tests of the genuineness of any recollec
tion is that one remembers the really important things in
one's life,not those which mankind commonly classes as such.
For instance, Aleister Crowley does not remember any of the
decisive events in the life of Eliphas Levi. He recalls in
timate trivialities of childhood. He has a vivid recollection
of certain spiritual crises; in particular, one which was
fought out as he paced up and down a lonely stretch of road
in a flat and desolate district. He remembers ridiculous in
cidents,such as often happen at suppers when the conversa
tion takes a turn such that its gaiety somehow strikes the
soul, and one receives a supreme revelation which is yet
perfectly inarticulate. He has forgotten his marriage, and
its tragic results, although the plagiarism which Fate has
been shameless enough to perpetrate in his present life,
would naturally, one might think, reopen the wound. . . .
The only reliable recollections which present themselves
with serenity are invariably connected with what men call
disasters.
Instead of the f eeling of being caught in the
slips one has that of being missed at the wicket. One has
the sly satisfaction of having done an outrageously foolish
thing and got off scot free. When one sees life in perspec
tive, it is an immense relief to discover that things like
bankruptcy,wedlock and the gallows made no particular dif
ference. They were only accidents such as might happen to
14

anybody; they had no real bearing on the point at issue.
It is not conclusive against a previous incarnation that
the present should be inferior to the past. One's life may
represent the full possibilities of a certain partial Karma.
One may have devoted one's incarnation to discharging the li
abilities of one part of one's previous character. For in
stance,one might devote a lifetime to settling the bill run
up by Napoleon for causing unnecessary suffering,with the
object of starting afresh,clear of debt, in a life devoted to
reaping the reward of the Corsican's invaluable services to
the race.
The Master Therion,in fact,remembers several incarnations
of almost uncompensated wretchedness, anguish and humil
iations,voluntarily undertaken so that he might resume his
work unhampered by spiritual creditors.

Genuine recollections almost invariably explain oneself to
oneself. Suppose, for example,that you feel an instinctive
aversion to some particular kind of wine. Try as you will,
you can find no reason for youridiosyncrasy.Suppose, then, that
when you explore some previous incarnation, you remember
that you died by a poison administered in a wine of that
character,your aversion is explained by the proverb, "A burnt
child dreads the fire." It may be objected that in such a
case your libido has created a phantasm of itself in the
manner which Freud has explained. The criticism is just,
but its value is reduced if it should happen that you were
not aware of its existence until your Magical Memory at
tracted your attention to it. In fact,the essence of the test
consists in this: that your memory notifies you of something
which is the logical conclusion of the premises postulated
The Master Therion does not care a scrap of yesterday's
newspaper whether he was Marius de Aquila, or whether
there ever was such a person,or whether the Universe itself is
anything more than a nightmare created by his imprudence
in the matter of rum and water. His memory of Marius de Aq
uila, of the adventures of that person in Rome and the Black
Forest, matters nothing, either to him or to anybody else.
What matters is this;True or false,he has found a symbolic
IS

form which has enabled him to govern himself to the best ad
vantage. "Quantum nobisprodest haex fabula Christ\"'ih.e falsity
of Aesop's Fables does not diminish their value to mankind.
The above reduction of the Magical Memory to a device for
externalizing one's interior wisdom need not be regarded as
sceptical,save only in the last resort. Anything which throws
light on the Universe, anything which reveals us to ourselves,
should be welcome in this world of riddles.
As our record extends into the past, the evidence of this
truth is cumulative. Every incarnation that we remember must
increase our comprehension of ourselves as we are.Each acces
sion of knowledge must indicate with unmistakable accuracy
the solution of some enigma which is propounded by the Sphinx
of our own unknown birth-city,Thebes. The complicated ele
ment of it came out of nothing. Newton's First Law applies
to every plane of thought. The theory of evolution is uni
form.
There is a reason for one's predisposition to gout,
or the shape of one's ear, in the past. The symbolism may
change;the facts do not. In one form or another,everything
that exists is derived from some previous manifestation. Have
it,if you will, that the memories of other incarnations are
dreams; but dreams are determined by reality just as much
as the events of the day.

The last section of the Oath of the Master of the Temple
is: "I swear to interpret every phenomenon as a particular
dealing of God with my soul". The Magical Memory is (in the
last analysis) one manner, and, as experience testifies, one
of the most important manners, of performing this vow.
*$**$♦ *$*

ASTRONOMY
Grace Stillman Minck

The suns say many heated things
Contemptuous of our bickerings;
Cold moons converse across vast sky
Of how our aimless courses lie;
Stars marvel as we stagger on
Trying to rouse oblivion.
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GIORDANO BRUNO
1549 - 1600

Lillian Savoie Hahn

In an age of gross superstition, dominated by a selfish
priestcraft,and illuminated--not by the light of knowledge-but by the lurid flames of the Inquisitional fires which the
torch of Ignatius of Loyola had kindled,Giordano Bruno,phil
osopher,poet and martyr, lived and died, the apostle of the
ever-new and ever-old religion--that of spiritual insight.
The son of a soldier,Bruno was born at Nola,not far from
Naples,in the fertile country of the Campania. In later life,
treading the weary trails of exile which led across Switzer
land, France, England,Germany and Austria, he retained a
deep love and longing for the sunny land of his nativity.
His eventual return thither cost him first his liberty, and
later his life.
Even as a child his inner perceptions seem to have eclipsed
his exterior reason, and he learned,in his early contempla
tion of nature,how deceiving the testimony of the senses may
be;and how fallible is judgment guided by them alone. At
the age of 15 he entered the Dominican monastery at Naples,
and there he remained for nearly 13 years pursuing his stud
ies. He delved deeply into the works of Plotinus and Pythogoras, as well as the Orphic Wisdom of Greece.
His first definite schism with orthodox belief occurred
in his 18th year,when he began to doubt the church doctrine
of the Trinity,and to look upon the Persons rather as Attri
butes of the One Being. Even at this early age we can see
in him the iconoclast and spiritual crusader who was to hurl
into the turgid and sluggish stream of European thought those
Truths which Spinoza took up a half century later and eluc
idated with such precision,and which we find disseminated
through the philosophies of Lessing, Fitche,Schelling,Hegel
and Bergson;running like a golden thread through the works
of Goethe, and even singing in the poetry of Coleridge and
Wordsworth.
Bruno was consecrated to the priesthood in his 24th year.
However,being of an open and frank character,he could not
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hide his estrangement from the church's doctrine; thus he
was destined to perform his priestly functions but a short
time. In 1576 the accusation of heresy was raised against
him in 130 articles. Forced to flee to avoid arrest, he at
this time broke his monastic vows to pledge himself anew
to Reason and to Truth. Laying aside the robes of his or
der, he began the wanderings that were to carry him over
half of Europe.
Everywhere he tried to make known his
teachings of the Universe. Pursued by the plottings of his
enemies,and goaded by the restlessness of his own nature,
he was never permitted a permanent place for his work.
Wherever he went he provoked antagonism, not alone from
the church but from the guild of scientists as well. Mak
ing his living as he could, sometimes by correcting and
printing proof sheets,more often by lecturing and teaching,
Bruno still found time to write prolifically.
In the year 1592 Bruno returned to Venice and was betrayed
by false friends into the hands of the Inquisition. Unbroken
by isolation and torture he steadfastly refused to recant,
and after 8 years of incarceration in the Roman prison of the
Inquisition,he was burned at the stake on February 16,1600.
The writings of Bruno are permeated with the highest type
of speculative philosophy. Whenever he inculcates the law
and order of the Universe he gives us at the same time re
splendent glimpses of the nature and destiny of the Soul of
Man. Bruno declared: "God and Nature are one and the same
substance, one and the same space,one and the same creat
ing power. Nature is nothing more than God's power which
moves matter in the eternal order--the order we call Divine."
In speaking of matter,Bruno taught the existence of two
principles in the Universe; the principle of Substance (he
uses the term as we use essence) ¡and the principle of Form.
Form is nothing but the indwelling soul of things which is
brought into appearance, and which must eventually return
to Substance. Thus all things are ensouled,from the small
est to the greatest;the so-called inanimate as well as the
animate,and the nature of matter is pure spirit in action.
Resuscitating the Pythagorean doctrine of Numbers he eluc
idated from it fixed principles,thus giving to it more def
inite form.
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A half century earlier Copernicus had liberated the sun.
Greatly influenced by the large-minded German, Bruno not
only expounded his doctrine widely,but he enlarged it fur
ther by discarding the fixed star sphere,and insisting upon
numberless suns in an infinite Universe. To him, too, goes
the credit for having discovered the rotation of the earth
upon its own axis.
Lecturing at Oxford at the age of 36, we find him antici
pating the doctrines of Darwin and Goethe. Speaking of the
soul he taught that nothing in the Universe is lost, every
thing is in a state of transformation; therefore body and soul,
spirit and matter, are equally eternal. We see this idea worked
out later by Darwin in his theory of the transformation of
the species, and the organic unity of the animal world. The
alteration from segregation to aggregation which we know as
death and life is no other than change of form.
In Bruno's day,nature was supposed to be fixed,not as it
grows,but as it eternally is; unchanging except at the ar
bitrary will of the creator.
Bruno shattered the idea of
historical creation and laid the foundations for positive
science. He declared that in the world of centers,whether
atoms,monads or suns, there is a progression from ascent to
descent--from spirit to matter.
If we recall the narrow world picture of that time we
shall realize the immense service done by this gigantic and
courageous thinker. He broke down the barriers that even
Copernicus had left standing,and set free for us a measure
less Infinity.
True it is that the judgments of one age are annulled by
the next,and the "heresies" for which men were put to death
in past centuries are the accepted and even commonplace
of facts the present one. Time is the great justifier.
"The true aim of life should be illumination,
the true morality the practice of justice, the
true redemption the liberation of the Soul
from error, and its union with God through
consciousness."
- Giordano Bruno
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ASTROLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Of Persons Born in LIBRA, the Scales
(September 23 to October 23 of any year)
Marie Harlowe

Ruling Planet,Venus; Governs Kidneys; Color,Yellow;Metal,
Copper; Element, Air; Location: Corner, cross-roads. High
on hill or in buildings.

Libra, the 7th sign of the Zodiac (air,cardinal,mental)
rules marriage and partnership affairs, and is governed by
Venus, Goddess of Love. Venus gives these natives a per
sonality that fascinates the opposite sex. Venus rules affectional, social and artistic matters, and Libra being an
air sign and ruled by Venus, its natives are intellectual,
strongly emotional and idealistic. They are amiable and
pleasure-loving. Perhaps the most marked characteristic of
this sign is the keen foresight which these natives possess.
They are highly intuitional and are natural students. Me
chanical ability aids them in their scientific studies. Their
minds are highly original, and accomplish most when allowed
to work things out in their own way. Their minds are wellbalanced, like the Scales, symbol of their sign, and they
easily see both sides of a question. Justice is generally
the guiding factor in the lives of these people,and if they
err in a decision it is always on the side of mercy rather
than stern justice, such is their liberality of thought and
generosity of spirit. As a matter of fact, tenderness of heart
is common to all Libra natives. The mind is helpfully hope
ful,and Libra natives recover very quickly from disappoint
ments and losses. As a rule, they rise to a high position
from humble birth and ancestry. Sadly,often disaster follows
this high honor. Libra people like to be in crowds.
Physically,the Libra native is tall,well-developed with
a clear complexion,light or brown hair, fine blue eyes. Many
beauties are produced in this sign. Libra governs the kidneys
and bladder,and its natives should drink much water. Dis
eases of the kidneys and bladder,as well as indigestion are
common to these natives. Nervousness and heart ailments are
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also found in numerous cases. Typical of a Venusian influ
ence, intemperate eating and sex-indulgence causes much of
the Libra ill-health. Libra natives are also subject to dia
betes.. Skin diseases often come from the use of cosmetics
on the fine sensitive Libra skin. For the most part, Libra
natives are healthy and vigorous.
There are two extreme types born in Libra: the pleasure
loving and the spiritually-mentally minded. There .are,how
ever, three physical types of Libra natives. One has a straight
narrow forehead,another a receding forehead. In the third
type, the head is broad and rounded.
Those born in the first decanate(Venus), the last 10 days
of September,are refined,kind,sociable. They handle people
easily, and are usually found in public life.
People born in the 2nd or Aquarius decanate of Libra,
or the last 10 days of October, are very original, indepen
dent and faithful. They rebel against restrictions because
of their keen sense of justice.
Persons born in the 3rd decanate of Libra,or the last 10
days of the sign, are more materialistic,although they are
intellectually developed. On the negative side, these people
use their brilliant minds in cunning, shrewd schemes.
In the matter of occupation, Libra natives are chiefly
found in 3 types of work, speculation,merchandising and the
professions. Libra love of excitement evolves from a daring
stock-brokerage into plain gambling.The good judgment which
brings about success in speculation is sometimes employed in
the field of assaying and as pawn-brokers. As merchants, this
same good judgment produces shrewd buyers and sellers. For
the most part they are found in businesses catering to women.
As professionals the Libra native leans to the field of scien
tific research,as well as the occult. Invention and pattern
making are within the scope of Libra ability. Although Librans often become fine orators and speakers, and are able
lawyers and extremely fine judges, they seldom are found in
political positions. They excel in the field of arts. The sign
has produced many famous actors and actresses. Natives of
this sign are not best at physical labor. Libra women prefer
the home life to one in the public,al though they make good
teachers,particularly of music and mathematics. They make
devoted wives and mothers, and model hotsekeepers.
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Libra natives should exercise great care in forming part
nerships of any kind, for their type of person works best
alone. An extraordinarily strong sense of freedom in these
natives does not make for successful partnerships. Natives
of Pisces (Feb. 19 - March 21)and Libra often mate,but this
is the worst possible union. Natives of Virgo (August 22 September 22) are almost as bad, although both are home
lovers. Libra and Scorpio (October 23 - November 21) are
quite harmonious on the whole.
Aquarius (January 20 February 18) and Sagittarius (November 22 - December 21)
are usually compatible with Libra natives, as also Gemini
(May 21 - June 20) and Aries (March 22 - April 20).

In making a horoscope for any person, it is necessary to
point out the fact that every sign has a positive and neg
ative aspect,and to point out the negative elements so that
they can be studiously avoided. Every fault and shortcoming
can be eliminated in the cultivation of true, positive as
pects. "The stars impel but they do not compel",and every
situation and circumstance in life may be mastered and
transmuted into a worthy factor in life.
When Libra natives do not live up to the best that is in
them, they become very materialistic,and live too much in
self. The negative Libra native has a tendency to seek ex
citement and false stimulation, which leads to a dissipation
of the vital forces in them,causing their physical debility,
as well as the neglect of their duties and obligations. An
other very serious fault of the negative Libra native is that
they always blame others. As a matter of fact,one of the
big lessons for these natives is to learn to get along with
other people.
Libra people seldom understand their own
children. They are impatient and inclined to be lazy. They
are better at settling other peoples difficulties than their
own, and are always seeking advice from others, and are
easily influenced by others. Negative Libra natives are eas
ily hurt by trifles. They lack a moral courage and although
they are usually generous, this lack and worry causes the more
negative Libra natives to become stingy. They must guard
against egotism, vanity and pride.
(Scorpio Characteristics Next Month)
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BOOK REVIEWS -

{.Continued from Page 13)

CHRISTIANITY CROSS-EXAMINED, by William Floyd
Arbitrator Press, New York

$2.00

Too "strong meat" for the timid Bible student.
Biblical
doctrines analyzed from humanist standpoint in a rebellion
against all religious tradition. Thought-provoking,amusing.
THE MASTER KEY SYSTEM, by Charles F. Haanel
Master Key, St. Louis

$4.00

A 21st edition. Of the thousands of books read,one of the
few remembered as definitely worthwhile. Covers changes in
consciousness, visualization, etc. from scientific-metaphys
ical standpoint. A glossary of exceptional value also. 500
pages, 24 parts, Bible paper.
THE PROLONGATION OF LIFE THROUGH DIET, R.B.Pearson
Health, Inc., Denver

?

A modern, scientific, yet understandable exposition of the
various diseases and their treatments, mineral salts, vita
mins, etc.
A SOLDIER'S DIARY, by Will Judy
Judy Publishing Company, Chicago
$2.00
Autographed to the Editor of The Occult Digest, as "To a val

iant soldier" (which pleased her mightily). One of the few
war books remaining from World War No. 1 which can be read
with profit and enjoyment. Its approach is new and differ ent--staggering, astounding, convincing,--and all done in
a humorous, if philosophic, manner.
DAYS IN AN INDIAN MONASTERY, by Sister Devamata
The Vedanta Center, Boston

$2.00

Though a narrative of monastic life in India, it gives
social ceremonies,religious rites of the Temples of the Gan
ges and reveals caste as a universal fact in the cosmic so
cial order,in the rhythms of social bodies of all ages. THE
UPANISHADS,translated by SwamiParamanada, Vedanta Center
$2.00. Clear, simple English translation, yet maintaining
the rhythm of the archaic original Sanskrit text.
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GAZING CRYSTALS
Imported
Books, Trumpets, Ouija Board
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Bakelite base, holds all sizes
Concentration rug, 6x6 in..
Glass Pedestal stand 3 in...
Glass Pyramid stand 2 in...
Ouija Boards, hardwood..,
Crystal Gazing Booklets
15 pages...-.......... ........
3-piece aluminum Trumpets
8-pleee fibre Trumpets....
Mediumship Booklet
31 pages..........................
Astrology Course, 41 pages
Astro Forecast, 1940,
complete, 35 pages....

IS EPILEPSY INHERITED!
WHAT CAUSES IT!
A booklet containing the opinions of
famous doctors on this interesting sub
ject will be sent FREE, while they last,
to any reader writing to the

Educational Division. Dept OD-IO
535 Fifth Ave.
New York, N. Y.

“
“
“
••
“

The Oracle of the

“
“
“

.50
3.00
3.00

YIH-KING

“
“

1.00
1.00

Consult the YIH-KING, 5,000 year
old Chinese Temple “Book of Changes”
(Divination).

“
1.00
Outside V. S. A. add 25o
Send for free leaflet on the art of
Crystal Gazing.
Also list of books by Atkinson, Dumont,
Verner and others.
We pay postage on all above prices.
You pay all 0. O. D. Fees.
No personal checks accepted.

J. M. SIMMONS & CO.
19 W. Jackson Blvd. > Chicago, DI.

A. A.VOYZ

Questions relating to problems con
cerning the individual’s soul progress
answered-------------------------------- $50.00

A “New Name” in harmony with the
individual’s place and part in the
Cosmic Plan charted by the higher
mathematics of the YIH-KING (not
numerology). (Send photo, birth data,
name (if a married woman, complete
maiden name also)
$100.00

Address:

MARIE HARLOWE

MAGUS

Votary of the YIH-KING
e/o The Occult Digest

Young man interested in Black Magic, Pagan rituals,etc.,
wishes correspondence. Box 39, Grove Hall, Boston, Mass.

OCCULT LECTURES -- Miss Marie Harlowe, Speaker
Every Sunday, 8 p.m., 833 East 89 Place, Chicago
(Each monthly program given in advance)
November 2
9
16
23
30
; 24

Musical Healing Demonstrated
The Subconscious Mind
Man's Invisible Bodies
The Occult Activity of Praise
Allegories: Their Relation to Consciousness

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
7c per word9 3 insertions for the price of 2. Minimum charge $1.00.
Cadi with order—please do not send personal checks.

PRICED FOR QUICK
CLEARANCE
Item 1. 7 vol. like new, beautiful de
luxe binding, MACKEY’S RE
VISED HISTORY OF FREE
MASONRY by Robert Ingham

Clegg—postage prepaid.
Set--------------------------- $10.00
Item 2. 4 vol. deluxe gold binding, like
new, ANTIQUITIES OF THE
JEWS, by Josephus, historian
of Jesus’ times (with records
not in the Bible) postage pre
paid. Set-------- --- -------- $10.00
Item 3. 14 volumes, good condition,
collected out of print poems
of ELLA WHEELER WIL
COX, American poet and pio

neer in spiritual philosophy.
Postage prepaid___ ——.$10.00

BOOKS
CIIARACTEROLOGY—SCIENTIFIC
CHARACTER READING SIMPLIfled, by L. Hamilton McCormick, In
ternationally recognized authority
of this subject. 15 lessons bound
separately for study. Illustrated—
over 500 pages.
To close out stock,
reduced from $3.00 to $1.50 postpaid.
Only a few sets left. The Occult
Book Mart, '

metaphysicians
MARIAN P. POLK—METAPHYSICIAN—
Silent Work—Free Will Offering accept
able. Five questions and reading, one
dollar ($1.00). 1513 North 54 Street/Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Order from

THE OCCULT DIGEST

PROPHECY
The yearly prophecy of

JOY HEADTH HOME, MAINTAINED
under strictest spiritual discipline. Divine
healing, excellent food and care in a home
that is all the name implies. Write for
folder. Frank A. Hazlewood, Healer, 1844
Main Street, East Hartford, Conn.

MARIE HARLOWE
which extended this year into several
years of world events—definite and to
the point, is fast coming true.
Do not miss its information on startling
world changes yet to come.
Order your copy today
Price $1.00 (typewritten)

The Maha Publishing Co.
833 E. 89th Place
Chicago, Hl.

101 ZEN STORIES
by Nyogen Sensaki and Paul Reps

Unique collection of humorous, in
spiring, charming tales of China
and Japan.
A living Scripture of ZEN Meditation
Just their reading changes your life!

$1.75
Order from THE OCCULT DIGEST

EMBLEMATIC ASTROLOGY
A new book by A. A. Voyz.
A philosophy of life symbolized by
the signs of the Zodiac, Mundane
Houses and Major Aspects.
THE
GREAT WORK EPITOMIZED.
60c by Mail.
New Aeon Press % Occult Digest.

CLEARANCE SALE
Hundreds of books on all phases of
Occultism—10% or more discount—let
us know your wants.
Quantities at Greater Reduction
Stock Your Library at These Low
Prices
Give Book Gifts

The Occult Book Mart
THE OCCULT DIGEST
883 E. 89th Place

Chicago

Illinois
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BOOKLETS NOW READY
THE END OF THE JEWISH RACE

—Dates in Astrological prophecy, Jesus
not a Jew, Hitler a karmic necessity,
ets. 25c, 5 copies for __________ $1.00
THE WOMAN POPE, A Prophecy of
the End of the Catholic Church. Price
each_____ 25o
“THE OSTRICH PHILOSOPHY OF
UTOPIAN IDEALISM.” - The Dole-

Relief occultly considered. The occult
reason why a very large number of New
Thought students “demonstrate” them
selves down to relief rolls. Gives the
Spiritual basis of Economics, without
Which all systems fail.. Price______ 25c

BUDDHIST BOOKS
THE MESSAGE OF BUDDHISMSubhadra Bhikkhu __________ $1.25

A BUDDHIST CATHECHISM—
Subhadra Bhikkhu __________ $1.00

HYMNS OF THE FAITH (Dhammapada) Albert J. Edmunds_____$1.00

101 ZEN STORIES—-Nyozen Senzaki
and Paul Reps ______________ $1.75
LESSON No. 5, “Comparative Relig
ions—Marie Harlowe_________ $1.00

Books by Paul Carus
THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA

Paper, 50c, cloth ___________ $1.00
Enlarged, deluxe ____________ $3.00

A SON OF THE SUN-By Kassmel.

Transcribed by Marie Harlowe. A trea
tise on Sex Transmutation.
Price $1.00, 3 for____ —____ $200

THE BUDDHA (a drama)

Paper _—___ _______________ 25c
THE 70,

dynamic affirmations for
health and prosperity. Price 50o each,

KARMA, A story of Buddhist Ethics,

Paper---------- 15c

3 for $1,00.

HOROSCOPES
To be useful to the individual in life, a horoscope must be interpreted cor
rectly. Any astrologer can erect a chart; not so many can interpret them
for the best advantage. We specialize in reading the chart from an occult
standpoint. (Only a chart which measures the influence brought over by past
lives is a complete horoscope.)

Send birthdate, hour and place, with fee.

Horoscope $5.00 - Past Lives $10.00 plus Horoscope fee.
Our charts are made as a service, at cost.

THE MAHA PUBLISHING COMPANY
833 East 89th Place
Chicago, Illinois

(Please do not send personal checks)

OTHER BUDDHIST BOOKS AVAILABLE:Buddhist Birth Stories,
Rhys Davids,$2.50;Life of Gotoma,the Buddha,Brewster,$4.00;
Life of the Buddha,Rockhill,$4.00;Legends of Indian Buddhism,
Burnouf, $1.25; Buddha's "Way of Virtue" ,Wageswara,$l .25;
Buddhist Psalms,Yamabe,$1.25.--THE OCCULT DIGEST
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OCCULT LESSONS
Based on the Class Teachings of Marie Harlowe
Students who have these lessons declare them to be

different. They are prepared in the language of the new
age, using no antiquated terms of Oriental countries, etc.
In a sense, the lesson titles are deceptive to the superficial
student of metaphysics in that they do not reveal the depth
and profundity of the lessons.
Truth cannot be sold, neither can the student benefit by
what is given him free. The prices of these courses do not
apply to their Truth, but to the labor of their preparation
and the general maintenance of The Work which offers
them.

I.

BASIC COURSE, 21 Lessons..................................... $10.00
1. Fundamentals, 7 Lessons. Spiritual Science, Thought

Power, Karma, Re-Incarnation, Astral World, Foods and
Spirituality, Initiation.
2. Elementary, 7 Lessons. Twelve Centers of Con
sciousness.
3. Intermediate, 7 Lessons. Eternal Life, Desire, Form,
Light, Soundless Sound, Meditation, Personal Atmosphere.

II.

SCIENTIFIC METAPHYSICS, 36 Lessons.......... $50.00

The Ineffable Name, The Science of Motion and Num
ber, Vibratory Power of Words, Esoteric Numerology, Mus
ical Healing, The Soundless Sound, "The Light that Lighteth Every Man," Esoteric Colors, Form, Healing, The
Breath of Life, Nine Disciplines of the Soul.
Force, the First Cause; "The Phenomena of Life," The
Electric Principle of Life—Marie Corelli, The Force of
Mind, Eternal Substance, Philosophy of Mathematics, The
Will, Perception-Sensation, The Physical Basis of the Soul,
Alchemy—Gods in Exile, Light, Function and Beneficent
Aspect of Pain and Evil.
What Magic Is, Magic in History, Magic in Various
Countries, Religious Magic, The Kabala, Alchemy, Divina
tion by Cards, Phallic or Sexual Worship, Black Magic,
White Magic, Initiation.

III. BREATHING METHODS SUITABLE TO
WESTERN VEHICLES, 21 Lessons (Lesson 2
contains 7 parts) .......................................................... $50.00
IV. HEALING CLASS, 5 Lessons................................ $5.00
Vibratory Power of Spiritual Healing, Correspondence—
mental cause and cure of disease. Musical Healing, Planetary Influence in Healing, Vegetarianism in Healing.

_ .

V.
VI.

ESOTERIC FREEMASONRY, 5 Lessons............ $5.00
COMPARATIVE RELIGIONS, 9 Lessons........... $5.00

.<‘..¿1
/.jj

(Lessons in ESOTERIC ASTROLOGY now in preparation.)

.’’.11

THE MAMA PUBLISHING CO.
833 East 89th Place
Chicago, Illinois
(Please do not send personal checks)

COMING
November
(Annual Peace Issue)
Vegetarianism in Healing - Marie Harlowe
Peace and Reincarnation - A. Hermia Bauer
Fairy Steel - Juanita de Arana

December
(Annual Animal Life Issue)
Planetary Influences in Healing
- Marie Harlowe
I am My Brother’s Keeper - Rani Khatani
The Temple Beast - Eugen Georg

—- ---------- ----------------

Subscribe NOW to

THE OCCULT DIGEST
Send it to friend«!

